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to forming and finishing the various part", the operations of
mortising, boxing, tanging, and boring are all accomplished by
machinery, design ed and built for the purpose by l\Iessrs. Sagar,
of Halifax, and other makers of woodworking machinery. The
work of these machines is done so accurately that the wheelmaker
has only to lit the various parts together ancl wedge the felloes
up ready for tiring.
Hub-Turning Machine. - In Fig. 4G is shown a hub
turning machine, used for making hubs up to 16 inches in diameter.
A piece of rough round timber is first bored in a separate machine,
and is then placecl on special centres a and b which arc carried
on the hcaclstocks c ancl d. The fom1er of these, known as the
fast hcadstocl,, is sccurccl permanently to the bed e; the latter,
known as the loose lieadstocl�. can be move<l along the bed and
fixed in any position to suit the length of the hub. This head
stock d is also called the tail-stock. At the back of the machine
arc revolving cutters which shape the hub/ as the lattcr_revolves
at a uniform spcecl. The. cutters, which arc made to revolve
rapidly, arc moved to and from the hub by means of the hand
wheel g, and by means of adjustable stops the travel of the cutters
can be set to make any number of hubs of exactly the same size.
When finished, the hub is removed by turning the hand wheel /,,
which withdraws the centre b and allows the hub to be lifted out.
Hub-Mortising Device.-Thc mortises in the hubs arc cnt
on a power mortisii1g machine by means of the special attachment
h
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illustrated in Fig. 47. The machine itself is of the kind already
described in Shop and Mill Equipment. In Fig. 47 the head
stocks a and b arc boltc�l down on_ the bed c of the mad1ine, and
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the hub d is held behveen the centr es in such a manner that
when it is turne d the spindle e turns with it. At one end of this
spindle is a dividi1ig wltccl /, which is a metal disc having on its
edge as many slots as there arc mortises to be cu t in the hub.
These slots are
spaced at equal
' '
d istances apart,
and a latch g fits
into t h e to pm o s t slo t a nd
prcvcnt s t h e
hub from turn
i ng whil e the
mor t i s e s are
E o
being cut. When
tlic first mortis e
h� been cut,
the s mall lock
wheel h and the
spindle wheel i
a r e s l a c ke d
back, a nd the
latch g raised ;
the hub is then
turned by hand
until the la tch
w ill dro p i n to
the next slot.
The wh e el s i
and h arc lhcn
t i gh t ened u p
agai n and the
second m or tise
c an· b e c u t .
Th ese o p e r a
t ions arc repeated until all the mortises arc cut, thus saving
the t ime that would otherwise be spent in setting out an<l
spacing them. Th e illustration shows two mortises already cut,
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the only marking off being the four circumferential lines which
- indicate the ends of the mortises. These are readily scribed on
with a pointed tool when the hub bin the lalhe.
Copying Lathe.-Thc spokes arc formed in what is termed
a copying lathe, or copying machine, an example of which is shown
in Fig. 48. The fast headstock a has two spine.lies b anc.l c, which
are driven off the ·same gearing, and revolve together at the same
uniform speed. A pattern d of the _spokes required is fitted
between the heac.lstocks anc.1 revolves along with the back spindle c.
The piece of wood from which the spoke is to be made is held
between the centres e and/, an<l revolves with the front spindle b..
The cutter spindle revolves in bearings g on the rocking brackel /,
this is pivoted at i and is connected to a similar bracket f, so that
both move together. At the top of f is a wheel ,� which is held
up against the pattern d by the action of the wei!{ht l ; this wheel
is free to revolve on its shaft. When the machine is starled. the
pattern cl revolves and, since it bears ai.;ainst k, moves the latter
lo and fro in accordance with the shape of d. As the brackcl j
which carries the cutters has the same motion as the bracket
carrying the wheel ,�. the cutters will make the spoke of the same
shape as the paltern. A revolving screw m works in the base
of the brackets ancl causes them to slide long-itudinally, so that
the cutter passes over the full length of the spoke. After once
being set for any required size, all the spokes made on this machine
will be exact!y alike. The travel of the cutter can be reversed
by moving the handle 11, or the machine will reverse automatically
when the brackets come in contact with the stops o.
Tanging and Boring Machine.-The tenons on the spokes
may be cut either with a bancl saw or in a tenoning m;i.cl1ine
similar lo tha.t described in Shop and Milt Eq iiipme11t. When
the spokes have been driven into the hub, the tangs are cut in
a tanging machine, one of which is illustrated in Fig. 49. The
hub a rests on a circular plate, the height of which can be ;i.djusted
by turning the nuts b on the screw c, which pas.;es through the
hub. Each spoke d is in turn held between the jaws c and /,
the height of e being adjustc<l by means of the hand wheel g,
while / is screwed down by turning the hand wheel /i. A bollow
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auger i is fitted on a revolving spindle f, which is driven by a belt
on the pulley Ii and can be move<l to and from the spoke by
means of a lever t. The position of the sliding piece that carries
the screw c can be adjusted to suit wheels of various diameters
by turning the wheel m, and the length of the tang is regulated
by the position of the slop ?t.
The machine here illustrated c:rn also be 11sc<l for boring the
fclloes. For this pur pose the jaw c is removed and the folloc

to be bored is laid on the table o, where it is clamped between
the adjustable pins p. The tll;blc is then raised to the required
height and the fclloe further secured by the jaw/, or by a plate
that may be substituted for it. The boring is clone with a bit,
fitted in place of the hollow auger i.
Wheel-Turning and Boxing Machine.-The machine shown
in Fig. 50 is used for turning or finishing the rims or felloes, and
also for boxing out the hub to receive the axle bush. The dished
face plate a is mounted on a spindle and is driven by a belt on

one of the pulleys· forming the step cone b. These pulleys are
of different diameters in order to vary the speed of rotation.
The wheel is fastened to the face plate by three bolts and thumb
nuts c, each bolt passing through a flat piece of wood d which is
long enough· to go across two adjacent spokes. The thumb nuts
arc not scr�wed up tightly until the wheel has been centred ancl
runs truly. This is effected by means of a self-centring rlcvice,
not shown, which is fitted to the face plate.
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To tum up the rim, the pillar e is moved along the beclplate /
until the cutting tool g is close to the rim. The machine is then
started, and as the wheel revolves the tool is passed over the sides
and the sole of the rim by tuminr, the handles h and i. Por
boxing out the hub the pillar j carries a boring bar/,, at the end
of which a cutting tool is titted; the movements of the tool are
controlled by the handles t and m. When the front of the hub
has been boxed out the wheel is taken off and reversed, and after
it has been centred on the face plate again the back portion of
the hub is boxed out.
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GO. Felloe-Shaping Machine.-In the manufacture of excep
tionally heavy wheels, such as are used on large motor-traction
vehicles designed to carry heavy loads, it is generally necessary
to use machinery of a special cln.::;s. These wheels arc always of
the artillery type, with forged slccl hubs and strong wooden
spokes; these lallcr are turned in a large copying lathe. The
tangs should not be less than 1 ½ inches in diameter ; in some
cases they are made square and are l1tted into square mortises
in the felloes. The latter, which may be as much as 12 inches
wide, are made in a felloe-shaping machine, an example of which
is shown in Fig. 51.
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This machine consists of a heavy cast-iron frame a, at one end
of which is a headstock that carries the face plate b. The felloes c,
from one to four in number, can be secured to the face plate by
means of centring clamps d; the felloes are dressed to the exact
curve required by a rapidly revolving cutter e, which removes
the surplus wood as the face plate revolves. The felloes are
first put inside the clamps and the inside faces cut to the required
radius; the fclloes are then put outsic.k the damps for the outsides

to be finished, as in the illustration. The wheels/ and g arc used
for adjusting the position of the cutter e.
Hydraulic Tire Press. - When the fcllocs have been
removed from lhc shaping machine, mortised or bored, :tnd
driven 011 lo the spokes, it should not be rwccssary lo turn them
up in the fmishing lathe, but a little
smoothing may be necessary before the
tire is fitted on. Owing to the thick
ness of the steel tires used on the
heaviest type of vehides, it is nol the
practice to shrink them on, as they
woulcl char the wood before they could e
be cooled, and hence result ill future
looseness. Instead, they
are forced over the rim
in a powerful hydraulic
pr ess sim i l a r to that
shown in· Fig. 52. The
tire a is laid on a level
table b, where it is centred
and held by the jaws c.
The wheel d is attached
to a rod e, and by means
of the wire rope / and
the windlass__g the wheel
is held against the face
of the upper plate h, on
which it is centred. The
table b · is secured to a
ram lhal works in a
h y dr a uli c cylinder i;
when walcr un<ler pres
sure is admitted to the
Fie. 6�
cylinc\cr the table rises,
carrying with it the tire a, which is forced over the rim of the
wheel with a pressure of several tons.
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